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Introduction to the Roadmap

The following are key points which should be kept in mind when reading this Roadmap and 
initiating related future projects:

The purpose of this roadmap is to act as a guideline for the initiation of a series of projects which 
work towards the realization of the requirements collected in the “Common Intake and Referral 
Portal – Requirements Document” deliverable.

It should be noted that the requirements deliverable provides a complete list of the requirements 
which DWS and its partner agencies will strive towards, but the scope of projects to be initiated 
remains to be determined successively.  Requirements will need to be assessed on their priority in 
the context of schedule, resource, and other constraints.  This Roadmap attempts to reach a middle 
ground by dealing with the highest priority requirements (stemming from federal reporting 
regulations) first.

This roadmap frequently refers to a Common Unique Identifier (CUID), which is the term given for 
our proposed identifier applying to external WIOA citizen-customers across agencies and software 
applications.

It is important to bear in mind that maturation of a solution for customer data integration is a long-
term and evolutionary process.  Later-stage items such as true Master Data Management and 
integration with operational systems to enforce data quality at the source should not be attempted 
until more foundational processes and competencies in Data Quality (as proposed in this Roadmap) 
have been established.
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Solution Framework

This section describes foundational recommendations 
regarding the solution architecture
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CUID Conceptual Model

The following diagram illustrates the conceptual relationships which 
will underpin the CUID.  While five source systems comprise the 
most immediate need for WIOA reporting, this approach could 
expand horizontally in the future.

Note: The direct relationships between VOSS/UIA and CUID would need to be created for customers 
who are not already associated to an SSO ID.

The Appendix slides at the end of this document contain extensive information about the nature of this approach, as 
well as the rationale for selecting it from among alternative approaches.

VOSS UIA DVR CFB HED

SSO ID
CUID

Legend

Data Source

Synthetic ID

Association
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Software

In addition to the existing technology infrastructure and software 
applications in place at DWS, this Roadmap assumes the availability 
of the following two tools to support the agency’s efforts:

Oracle Data Integrator (ODI)

Oracle Enterprise Data Quality (OEDQ)

While there is a learning curve associated with any new toolset, the 
usage of these two tools should allow for faster solution delivery, 
and greater solution robustness and ease of maintenance, than 
would be possible through the usage of a manual and/or custom 
PL/SQL-based approach.
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Solution Architecture – Phase 1

Phase 1 begins with prerequisite data collection and analysis from each of the 
sources.  It then builds processes using ODI and OEDQ to perform record 
extraction, comparison, matching, and CUID creation in an efficient manner.

Source 
Systems

PII & 
Matching 

DB

WIOA DW
(CUID only)1. ODI captures PII in 

new, secure DB/schema 
(Insert/Update)

4. CUID information is 
output without PII using 
ODI

SAM

2. ODI captures existing 
relationships between 
sources (Insert/Update)

3. ODI and OEDQ are used to 
carry out the Matching Process 
and create the CUID along with 
source associations

0. ODI and OEDQ can be used to 
assess source system data for 
duplication and other quality issues 
prior to beginning the CUID process.
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Solution Architecture – Phase 2

Phase 2 establishes a means of communicating the CUID information back to the 
source systems for incorporation into their reporting datasets.

Source 
Systems

PII & 
Matching 

DB

WIOA DW
(CUID only)1. ODI captures PII in 

new, secure DB/schema 
(Insert/Update)

4. CUID information is 
output without PII using 
ODI

SAM

2. ODI captures existing 
relationships between 
sources (Insert/Update)

3. ODI and OEDQ are used to 
carry out the Matching Process 
and create the CUID along with 
source associations

5. CUID is sent back to source systems 
via ODI for usage in reporting datasets
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Solution Architecture – Phase 3

Phase 3 utilizes the CUID to facilitate the exchange of information about an 
individual among the source systems.

Source 
System

Source 
System

Source 
System

Source 
System

CUID-driven ESB
PII & 

Matching 
DB

WIOA DW
(CUID only)1. ODI captures PII in 

new, secure DB/schema 
(Insert/Update)

4. CUID information is 
output without PII using 
ODI

SAM

2. ODI captures existing 
relationships between 
sources (Insert/Update)

3. ODI and OEDQ are used to 
carry out the Matching Process 
and create the CUID along with 
source associations

5. CUID is sent back to source systems 
via ODI for usage in reporting datasets

6. Sources can utilize 
CUID associations to 
facilitate exchanges 
regarding individuals
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Solution Architecture – Phase 4

Phase 4 builds out the Data Warehouse to act as a repository for full reportable 
datasets.

Source 
System

Source 
System

Source 
System

Source 
System

CUID-driven ESB
PII & 

Matching 
DB

Complete
WIOA DW1. ODI captures PII in 

new, secure DB/schema 
(Insert/Update)

4. CUID information is 
output without PII using 
ODI

SAM

2. ODI captures existing 
relationships between 
sources (Insert/Update)

3. ODI and OEDQ are used to 
carry out the Matching Process 
and create the CUID along with 
source associations

5. CUID is sent back to source systems 
via ODI for usage in reporting datasets

6. Sources can utilize 
CUID associations to 
facilitate exchanges 
regarding individuals

7. Finalized datasets (incorporating CUID) are sent to a common 
repository using ODI for ongoing research & analysis purposes
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Illustrative Table Structures (1/3)

This table stores input PII received from source systems

Input_PII_Information

Source_System (PK)

Source_System_PK (PK)

EFF_Begin_DT (PK)

EFF_End_DT

SSN

Date_of_Birth

Gender

First_Name

Last_Name

Address_Line1

Address_Line2

City

Address_Line1_2

Address_Line2_2

City_2

Phone_Number

Phone_Number_2

Email_Address

Identifies the data source/system (i.e. UIA, VOSS, etc.).

The existing unique identifier captured from each data source/system (i.e. User ID).

Effective dates are stored to maintain a history of information revisions received.

Effective dates are stored to maintain a history of information revisions received.

The composite Primary Key shown here assumes that the data may be updated only once 

within a particular day.  This assumption would be subject to change based on solution 

design.

This is a hypothetical PII data list, and is subject to change based on data availability and 

Pilot Analysis findings.

Note: This table corresponds with 
Step 1. in the Phased solution 
architecture defined previously
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Illustrative Table Structures (2/3)

This table stores input match decisions received from source systems (i.e. SAM)

Input_Business_Decisions

Input_ID (PK)

Source_System_1

Source_System_PK_1

Source_System_2

Source_System_PK_2

EFF_Begin_DT

EFF_End_DT

Match_Flag

This is the primary key, and is an arbitrary value.

Identifies the first data source/system (i.e. UIA, VOSS, etc.) involved in the relationship.

Identifies the first data source’s/system’s PK which defines the relationship.

Identifies the second data source/system (i.e. UIA, VOSS, etc.) involved in the relationship.

Identifies the second data source’s/system’s PK which defines the relationship.

We may or may not need effective dates on this table, but they are included here for 

discussion

Indicates whether the record describes a MATCH or a NO MATCH with respect to the two 

given data sources and their identifiers.  With SSO as the source, this is expected to be 

MATCH most, if not all, of the time.

A table such as this would be used to capture any available inputs about source system 

relationships which are available outside of OEDQ and the PII-based matching process.

For example, relationships defined between UIA and VOSS through the SSO_ID could be 

captured in this table.
Note: This table corresponds with 
Step 2. in the Phased solution 
architecture defined previously
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Illustrative Table Structures (3/3)

These tables store the output CUID and associations with source system PKs

Note: The structure of the Common_Client_Index_Relationships table accounts for receipt and processing of data inputs from all relevant 
sources.  This includes PII from the source systems as well as pre-defined match decisions derived from SAM data.  Despite the multiple 
pathways through which the matching process can play out, the final understanding of a customer in each data source is only one degree 
removed from the CUID.  It would be possible to combine this information with the data from the “Input_Business_Decisions” table to 
build a multi-layer association which reflects the intermediate nature of the SSO ID, if there was a compelling reason to do so. This may 
become mandatory as an intermediate step in preparing the CUID, but that remains to be determined as a matter of solution design.

Common_Client_Index

Common_Unique_ID (PK)

Common_Client_Index_Relationships

Source_System (PK)

Source_System_PK (PK)

EFF_Begin_DT (PK)

EFF_End_DT

Common_Unique_ID (FK)

Identifies the data source/system (i.e. UIA, VOSS, etc.).

The existing unique identifier captured from each data source/system (i.e. User ID).

Effective dates are stored to maintain a history of association revisions.

Effective dates are stored to maintain a history of association revisions.

This is the CUID.  The FK goes to the Common_Client_Index table above.

The composite PK shown here assumes that the data may be updated only once within a 

particular day.  This assumption would be subject to change based on solution design.

This is the CUID.

TBD what other fields may be stored at the level of the CUID.  If trying to build a “best 

available” set of data for a given customer, this is the level at which it would be stored.

Note: These tables correspond 
with Step 4. in the Phased solution 
architecture defined previously
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Tentative Timeline and Resources

This section describes a tentative timeline and resource 
needs for executing the recommended solution 

architecture
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Time-Phased Solution Roadmap (Tentative)

Refer to the accompanying Visio document (.VSD) of this deliverable for the major activities 
that will need to be undertaken as the Phases are carried out.  The following are some 
important points regarding the diagram:

The four Milestones shown on the diagram represent Phases 1 through 4 in numerical sequence.

Phases 1 and 2 must be completed first, and in the order shown.  Phases 3 and 4 could be swapped 
based on information available at the end of Phase 2, and based on then-current value analysis.

It would be advisable to initiate a project for Phases 1 and 2, and then two separate projects for 
Phases 3 and 4.  This approach would promote incremental progress, reduce the risk of longer-term 
goals destabilizing the ability to achieve near-term WIOA reporting compliance, and effectively 
manage the divergent needs of Phases 3 and 4.

Common Intake and Referral Roadmap (tentative timeline)
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March 2018 September 2018May 2018 December 2018+ (TBD)October 2018January 2018December 2017 February 2018 April 2018 August 2018July 2018June 2018 November 2018

Phase 1 Milestone
Capability to Create 

CUID

Phase 4 Milestone
WIOA DW Available 
for Ongoing Usage

(TBD)

Phase 3 Milestone
Program Integration 

Enabled through 
Data Exchange

Source System Data Collection 
Enhancements

Stand up PII DB

Install & Configure 
ODI & OEDQ

Data Collection Pilot

Design & Develop CUID Extraction 
Process for Reporting

Design & Develop CUID Ingestion Process 
for Reporting

Update Reports to use Common Unique 
Identifier Define and Capture New / Extended 

Datasets

Define Technical Approach to ESB

Define and Prioritize Standardized Data 
Sharing Procedures

Implement ESB-Type Functionality Based on Priority

Phase 2 Milestone
Utilize CUID to 
achieve WIOA 

Reporting 
Compliance

Data Analysis

Implement ESB-Type Functionality Based on Priority

Determine Relative Program Priorities and Plan Next Steps

Lead Data Collection & Initial Analysis 
Pilot

Support Record Ingestion, Matching & Calibration Analysis

Design & Develop Data Warehouse
Data Model and Supporting ETLs

Support Data Collection & Initial Analysis 
Pilot

Support Data Collection & Initial Analysis 
Pilot

Identify Programs, Identify Stakeholders, Align with  Rules of the Road , and Investigate Data Availability

Lead Record Ingestion, Matching & Calibration Analysis

Design & Develop Data Collection & 
Preparation Processes

Design & Develop Record Matching and CUID Creation 
Processes

Identify and Address Operational 
Concerns

Perform Formal Acceptance Testing

TBD...

Define and Capture New / Extended 
Datasets

Perform Formal Acceptance Testing

Perform Formal Acceptance Testing

Support Formal Acceptance Testing

Perform Formal Acceptance Testing

Perform Formal Acceptance Testing

Perform Formal Acceptance Testing

Perform any Analysis and Development 
needed to Create Data Extraction Process

Define and Prioritize Standardized Data 
Sharing Procedures
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Time-Phased Roadmap Notes

The following are key considerations that were used in developing the timeline:

The following deadlines were provided by DWS Performance Reporting Staff, and the Roadmap has 
been designed around completing a minimum viable solution in alignment with these dates

– Phase 1 must be completed by the end of April, 2018

– Phase 2 must be completed by the end of June, 2018

The ability to meet these deadlines is predicated on the usage of an asynchronous data processing 
paradigm for Phases 1 and 2 (this contrasts with a real-time solution, such as one that might use 
web services to exchange data)

The ability to meet these deadlines is predicated on the usage of a snapshot-oriented approach in 
which a CUID is generated dynamically based on the best available input data at any given point in 
time for Phases 1 and 2 (this contrasts with a more mature Master Data Management approach in 
which a single “golden” record is built for an individual, and persisted/maintained over time)

Data quality and record comparison efforts inevitably face design questions regarding the 
complexity of methods to be used.  In order to meet these deadlines, this project will need to err 
on the side of using less complex methodologies where they can reasonably meet the business 
need, as opposed to trying to create a “perfect” solution which accounts for 100% of identified 
exception scenarios.
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Resource Requirements (Tentative)

Currently understood resource requirements are the following.  A Project Manager should 
be assigned, with formal project initiation and planning activities to commence.

Phase 1

Organization Role Utilization Notes on roles/skills

DWS Business Analyst Full-Time • Data profiling and analysis skills (balanced with SA)

DWS Systems Analyst Full-Time • Data profiling and analysis skills (balanced with BA)

DWS Infrastructure Team Part-Time
• Install and configure ODI/OEDQ

• Set up new databases/schemas as needed

DWS ODI/OEDQ Developer
(2x) Full-Time, 

starting after 1st month
• Work with analysts to create solution design and then develop it

WIOA Core Program 

Partners (possibly 

Vendors)

Technical/Development 

Support
Part-Time • Work with system vendors (as needed) to collect input PII data

• Analyze data completeness, quality, and operational usage

• Suggest and test/validate configuration approaches for record comparison and 

matching
WIOA Core Program 

Partners (possibly 

Vendors)

Functional Support Part-Time

WIOA Core Program 

Partner System Vendors
Developer Part-Time (TBD) • Assist with design and development of means to extract PII data on a regular basis

DWS
WIOA Performance 

Reporting Analyst
Part-Time (less) • Provide input during solution design to ensure that reporting requirements are met

DWS SSO Functional Analyst Part-Time (less)

• Assist in creation of Match Decision extract from SAM database

DWS SSO Technical Analyst Part-Time (less)

WIOA Non-Core 

Program Partners

Functional/Technical 

Point of Contact
Part-Time (less)

• Start discussions about future unique identifier in parallel to, but not dependent on, 

current Core Program project
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Resource Requirements (Tentative)

Currently understood resource requirements are the following.  A Project Manager should 
be assigned, with formal project initiation and planning activities to commence.

Phase 2
– All of the resources from Phase 1 will continue through Phase 2

– Plus one or more Full-Time Technical/Development resources from each source system vendor to design and develop a means 
of incorporating the CUID into WIOA reports (unless manual means of achieving the desired outcomes are identified and 
advised)

Phase 3
– All of the resources from Phase 2 will continue through Phase 3, with the exception that ODI/OEDQ developers will be 

replaced with ESB/webservice developers

– This Phase may involve a much higher burden on source system / vendor development resources, depending on how 
ambitious the desired data exchanges and integrations are

Phase 4
– All of the resources from Phase 3 will continue through Phase 4, with the exception that ESB/webservice developers will be 

replaced with ODI/Data Warehousing developers

– This Phase will involve DWS ER&A, and any other consumers of the data who may be identified as requirements providers 
and/or end users
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Upcoming Considerations

The following are key design and planning concerns that will need to be addressed over the 
course of this multi-phase effort:

Source system data samples were not available during the creation of this Roadmap.  Findings from 
the Data Collection & Initial Analysis Pilot will have a significant bearing on Phases 1 & 2.

Design decisions will have to balance competing interests such as solution complexity, likelihood of 
false-positives/negatives, handling of changes in source system data over time, etc.

Overall level of solution maturity:

– Snapshot-driven one-time CUID creation process vs.

– Creation and maintenance of a “golden” customer reference dataset

Periodicity of CUID creation:

– Batch-driven (asynchronous) vs.

– Real-time (synchronous)

Duplicate prevention and data quality enhancement:

– Attempt to identify “best available” customer data downstream from source systems vs.

– Source system enhancement and integration to prevent duplicate account creation and promote quality

The timeline for Phases 3 and 4 will need to be revisited as more information becomes available.  A 
meaningful time estimate has not yet been created for Phase 4, as it depends significantly on the 
scope of additional reporting data that may be included.
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Appendix – CUID Conceptual Models
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Introduction to Decision Point

We need to determine the high-level approach for creating a 
Common Unique Identifier (CUID) across DWS & non-DWS programs:

The initial purpose of the Common Unique Identifier is to meet a 
DOL requirement for WIOA reporting

The Common Unique Identifier will open up new avenues for 
exchanging data about individuals between systems, providing 
case managers with a more complete view

Oracle Data Integrator (ODI) and Oracle Enterprise Data Quality 
(OEDQ) will likely be used for the mechanical processes of 
comparing/matching records, but they do not tell us how the 
CUID should be worked into DWS’ existing technology landscape –
that is what the current discussion focuses on
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Key Objectives and Considerations

Objectives
Create a Common Unique Identifier (CUID) spanning multiple systems
Create a solution which is extensible to additional Agencies/Programs/Systems in the 
future

– DWS – VOSS & UIA
– DVR – Aware
– CFB – Aware
– HED – LACES
– Etc.

Create a solution which is scalable to the volume of individuals who interact with the 
various programs
Limit redundancy and enforce data integrity as much as feasible

Considerations
Time and resources required to create the Common Unique Identifier (complexity)
Potential enhancements to integrate with SAM/SSO
Long-term vision for DWS common client index
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Summary of Alternatives

The following diagram outlines potential data architectures:

VOSS UIA DVR CFB HED

CUID = SSO ID

Option B

VOSS UIA DVR CFB HED

CUID ≠ SSO ID

Option A

VOSS UIA DVR CFB HED

SSO ID
CUID

Option C

VOSS UIA DVR CFB HED

SSO ID
CUID

Option D
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Option Evaluation Criteria

Each option will be assessed for fit with the following goals:

Minimize impact to SSO Project & risk added to SSO Project

Minimize dependence on SSO Project & risk from SSO Project

Minimize solution complexity & LOE

Maximize the accuracy of Common Unique Identifier associations

Minimize operational burden placed on the business
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Option Evaluation Analysis

The following table compares the options on these criteria:

Criterion Option A Option B Option C Option D

Minimize impact to SSO Project & 

risk added to SSO Project

Minimize dependence on SSO 

Project & risk from SSO Project

Minimize solution complexity & LOE

Maximize the accuracy of Common 

Unique Identifier associations

Minimize operational burden placed 

on the business*

Sum (a single full circle = 1; max 

possible = 5; even weighting)
3 2 2.5 2.75

*This row is intended to capture relative values based on duplication of efforts required to reach a comparable level of data quality.
It should be noted that solution configuration tradeoffs can be made between effort and accuracy for all options.
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Appendix – CUID Model Deep Dives
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Alternatives – Option A

Build the CUID in an independent, stand-alone fashion
Key Points:

This approach creates a new and independent source of truth for associating individuals across programs

The CUID has no monitored or enforced relationship to the SSO ID

Pros:

This is the most direct approach to creating the CUID

Eliminates dependencies on other systems/projects to reduce the complexity and risk of the solution

Decoupling the CUID definition from other operational systems/processes allows decisions to be made purely on 
the basis of reporting cost/benefit

Cons:

This approach introduces logical competition between DWS SSO ID and the CUID as sources of truth, and creates 
the potential for them to desynchronize

Since each source is treated independently and equivalently, duplication of efforts for mapping VOSS and UIA 
accounts will occur with respect to the SSO Project

VOSS UIA DVR CFB HED

CUID ≠ SSO ID

Option A
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Alternatives – Option B

The SSO ID is used as the CUID, with additional non-SSO data sources being folded 
into SAM through new processes (it is assumed for now that this is feasible)
Key Points:

Incorporates all efforts across DWS to uniquely identify customer accounts into a single source of truth

SAM would include two tiers of records: those which are fully part of SSO and those which are not part of SSO but 
still describe unique customer associations

Pros:

Eliminates redundancy of system/business processes for account association

Maintains data integrity through the fact that each source system is only one degree removed from the CUID

Exception-case scenarios or other updates would be processed holistically with respect to SSO ID & CUID concerns

Cons:

Requires the greatest degree of integration with the SAM/SSO data model and application

Longest time-to-implementation due to initial integration hurdles and the need to minimize potential impacts to 
SSO scope of SAM/SSO solution

VOSS UIA DVR CFB HED

CUID = SSO ID

Option B
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Alternatives – Option C

Build the CUID on top of the work already done for the SSO ID
Key Points:

This approach builds on work already done for the SSO project while expanding on it to reach the full scope of the 
Common Unique Identifier (including non-DWS systems and accounts)

The CUID remains separate from the SSO ID, but the SSO ID is used to streamline the incorporation of VOSS and 
UIA accounts (and others which may be folded into SSO in the future) into the CUID

Pros:

Reduces duplication of association efforts between SSO ID and CUID

Unlikely to significantly impact the SSO solution, as the CUID is built and maintained externally

Cons:

Difficulty maintaining logical integrity between SSO ID and CUID for exception-case scenarios, such as when SSO 
ID associations need to be modified to correct errors (i.e. potential for cascading impacts to DVR, CFB, and HED 
associations)

Still need to identify a solution for VOSS/UIA users who should be included in the CUID but who may not be in 
scope of SSO, and therefore have not already been associated by the SSO Project

VOSS UIA DVR CFB HED

SSO ID
CUID

Option C
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Alternatives – Option D

Build the CUID on top of the work already done for the SSO ID, but maintain pass-
through relationships to more easily identify desynchronization of associations
Key Points:

Similar to Option C, but with additional direct, redundant associations between the CUID and the systems 
encompassed by the SSO ID

Higher planned level of maintenance effort, but higher ultimate data quality achieved than with Option C

Pros:

Compared to Option C, the usage of direct relationships which pass through SSO ID would assist with audit checks 
to determine whether changes made to the SSO ID may have led to impacts on the CUID associations

Compared to Option C, this allows for the inclusion of accounts which may not be within the scope of SSO

Cons:

Compared to Option C, the usage of direct relationships which sidestep SSO ID creates redundancy

To maintain integrity, this approach necessitates that an audit process be put in place to correct for any 
discrepancies which may develop between the SSO ID and the CUID

VOSS UIA DVR CFB HED

SSO ID
CUID

Option D


